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Central-Eastern Europe but also a return to the 
pan-European idea. !e Polish 6ROLGDUQRĞü (Sol-
idarity) movement, the Rendszerváltás (Regime 
Change) in Hungary, the fall of the Berlin Wall in 
Germany or the Czech sametová revoluce (Velvet 
Revolution) all formed this trend. !e political 
changes that dismantled the Iron Curtain acknowl-
edged the failure of suppressive attempts to “liber-
ate” societies and opened the space for a realisation 
of the pan-European project, which was put into 
practice with the "#h extension of the European 
Union in 2004.1 !is enabled following generations 
to grow up in European solidarity, prosperity and 
security. !e EU became more than a common 
market, more than a legislator, and more than an 
institution of West European states. Finally, the cit-
izens of Central-Eastern Europe were integrated 
into a community of shared values. However, the 
reality today is not as smooth as one imagines the 
past to be. Britain le# the EU in 2016, Euroscep-
ticism can be found in almost all member states, 
values are disputed and o#en the underlying issue 
causing controversy about future European poli-
cies. Most recently, Poland has formulised stricter 
abortion laws, and in a joined e$ort with Hungary 
is blocking negotiations on the new Multiannual 
Financial Framework for 2021-2027, including the

n 1989, Europe found itself reaching for 
unity and peace. !e revolutions of 1989 
did not only initiate a rediscovery of I

1 See for instance: Steven Saxonberg, !e Fall. A Comparative Study of the End of Communism in Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 
Hungary and Poland (Amsterdam, 2001).

much needed EU Recovery Funds, due to its link 
to the full"lment of a rule of law clause.  !is essay 
aims to analyse how  di$ering perceptions of the 
EU are rooted in our diverse past, arguing that al-
though a common European experience exists, in-
terpretations and memories of the 1989 revolutions 
vary and should continuously be reconsidered. !e 
essay explores the notions and social memories of 
1989 and 2004 and confronts them with  nuanced 
historical analyses, before returning to the present  
to  examine the implications of these di$ering ex-
periences  on the immediate and long term future.
 My personal experience o$ers a way of un-
derstanding the lasting e$ects of these movements. 
As a German citizen growing up in a united coun-
try, I took democratic foundations for granted. I 
was taught to see the uni"cation of Germany and 
the 1989 revolutions as democracy’s magni"cent 
victory, as the triumph of Western values of free-
dom and equality, a#er centuries of animosities 
and con%ict. !e citizens’ devotion and relent-
less strive for democracy enabled me to grow up 
in a uni"ed Germany and in a uni"ed Europe. I 
have not encountered economic hardship, con-
%ict with neighbouring states, nor have I endured 
war. In my historical understanding,  it was an 
a&rmation to peaceful solutions, to states being 
ruled by the people, as well as to social equal-
ity and to the welfare state - features and val-
ues that are characterised as part of an European

!is essay was written as part of the EUritage Essay Challenge “Central-Eastern Europe, the EU and 
myself ” It addresses the question: What do the revolutions of 1989 and the enlargement of the European 
Union in 2004 mean to you, your home country and Europe?
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identity but o#en only become apparent in com-
parison to other parts of the world like China 
or the USA. Values that I represent with pride.
 It  was the people that came together to de-
mand change, in a way that meant leaders could no 
longer keep control, and so submitted to the pres-
sure of the revolutions. Across European history, 
due to the preeminent exemplar of the French Rev-
olution or the Springtime of the Peoples in 1848, 
revolutions had previously been intertwined with 
the notion of violent unrest.2 However, 1989 caused 
a rede"nition of the term, as these political revo-
lutions were not characterised by violence but de-
"ned by mostly peaceful changes of governments.3 
For instance, in East Germany, dissatisfaction with 
everyday socialist life, economic decline and ad-
ditional restrictions on the freedom to travel were 
among the triggers of the protests, which grew into 
a broad and non-violent movement. New parties 
and democratic organizations such as the Neue 
Forum (New Forum) were formed and, encour-
aged by the success in neighbouring states, mobil-
ised mass protests that demanded an overhaul of 
the government. !e fall of the Berlin Wall on 9 
November 1989 symbolised this immense power 
of peaceful protests, resulting in the reuni"cation 
of a country that had been divided for 41 years. 
 However, upon closer examination one can 
see that 1989 and the new social memories that  
evolved from it, played a very di$erent role in each 
country. Democratisation across the continent was 
not a uni"ed grassroot movement. Instead, it also 
depended on the willingness of higher levels (insti-
tutions?) and  individuals in leading positions rec-
ognising the necessity to make concessions. !is 
becomes particularly evident in the case of Hunga-
ry. Even before Gorbatchew took power in the So-
viet Union, the Hungarian communist government 
started to implement reforms in an attempt to save 
the dwindling economy, resulting in for instance

the 1988 tax reforms and the further opening of 
the political system under Károly Grósz.4 Paral-
lel to the reform policy from above, the citizens’ 
movement from below expressed their demands 
through the formation of new parties and Round 
Table discussions.5 As a result, the transformation 
to a constitutional democratic state reached in par-
liament was a rather noiseless and negotiated tran-
sition.6 !is is why Timothy Garthon Ash’s term of 
‘Refolution’, a neologism between reform and rev-
olution, is more suitable.7 !us, the demands from 
below were met with a willingness from above and 
prevented crackdowns on people similar to the 
crushed uprising in Hungary in 1956 or the Prague 
Spring in 1968.8 !ese diverse endings of commu-
nism de"ne the di$erent national historical con-
sciousness and therefore, reason the varying social 
memories connected to 1989. While the fall of the 
Berlin Wall  was of central  focus in my historical 
education and shaped my national identity, friends 
from Hungary have been taught a history with a 
di$erent emphasis. Instead, they focus on di$erent 
historical events such as the Hungarian Revolu-
tion of 1956, that are also not necessarily embed-
ded in a European context. !is shi#s the focus 
more towards a nationalistic historical education 
and also raises questions about the de"nitions of 
revolutions and the signi"cance their grassroot 
characters play in de"ning the society’s memory of 
them. While in my personal experience, the power 
of ordinary people  in demanding change was em-
phasised repeatedly, this might happen to a lesser 
degree where reforms were already underway. !e 
realisation, that our past is not identical, although 
o#en generalised under the term of Europe’s Rev-
olution of 1989, is vital. !e term revolution has 
many facets and as a result of this, di$erent im-
plications for the shaping of the collective memo-
ry of societies, which shape our perception of the 
present and future.9 !erefore, the diverse images
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countries have of the 1989 revolutions and thus 
the resulting uni"cation within the European 
Union have massive implications on the per-
ception of pan-European ideas and policies. 
 !is becomes particularly evident when  
examining the integration of the Central-Eastern 
nation into the European Union. !e ending of Eu-
rope’s division in 1989 was institutionalised when 
ten previous member states of the Eastern bloc 
joined the European Union in May 2004. In the 
early 1990s, as a result of the renewed foreign pol-
icies being orientated towards unity with Western 
Europe, the Eastern Enlargement Process began. In 
order to join the EU, potential member states  had 
to ful"ll standards such as stable institutions guar-
anteeing democracy, human rights and the rule of 
law, as well as  respect for and protection of mi-
norities and a functioning market economy.10 !is 
was only enabled by the changes happening within 
the nations during the 1990s and was implement-
ed in 2004, when a large majority of the continent 
was institutionally united. In many places, such as 
capitals and border crossings, this was marked by 
large public celebrations. At the Polish-Czech-Ger-
man border trijunction, Poland’s Prime Minister 
Leszek Miller, the Czech Prime Minister Vladi-
mir Spidla, and Germany’s Chancellor Schröder 
gathered for the big celebrations among several 
thousands citizens. !ey celebrated their uni"ca-
tion within the European Union and commemo-
rated the people that laid the foundations for this 
uni"cation in 1989.11 As Chancellor Schröder ex-
pressed, it was the people and their peaceful rev-
olutions that made the uni"cation possible.12 !is 
implies a positive social memory connected to the 
events that followed the events of 1989. It is also 
why many observers thought it was more appro-
priate to speak less about the enlargement of Eu-
rope and more about a "nal overcoming of its

division. !e opening of the EU to the Central and 
Eastern European countries was not a strategic re-
orientation, but the ful"llment of the original, larg-
er European project that could not be realized a#er 
1945 due to the outbreak of the Cold War.13 What 
Willy Brandt, the West German Chancellor famous 
for his communicative and collaborative Ostpolitik 
(foreign policy towards the Eastern bloc), predict-
ed for Germany in 1989, applied to Europe in May 
2004: “Es wächst zusammen, was zusammen ge-
hört” (“What belongs together, grows together”).14

 Nevertheless, in contrast to the unrestrained 
euphoria that de"ned the European atmosphere in 
1989, the situation and celebrations in 2004 were 
also accompanied by doubt and more sober out-
looks into the future. !e changes did not only of-
fer immense chances but also created unseen chal-
lenges and crises in the European nations. 2004 was 
not only a uni"cation, but also an open a&rmation 
to the di$erences and diversities within Europe. 
Di$erent cultures, histories and structures charac-
terise the European jungle and every coarse simpli-
"cation of this would not re%ect our reality. We are 
not identical and this should never be our aim. !e 
period between the end of the Cold War in Europe 
until today has also been shaped by problems and 
mistakes, as well as a dangerous ease, verging igno-
rance. People were not listened to, certain groups 
were disregarded and cultural-speci"c qualities ne-
glected. !is becomes evident in the growth of Eu-
roscepticism o#en voiced by new right wing parties 
such as the Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative 
for Germany). !e party reached an average of 21.9 
percent in the federal states of the former German 
Democratic, compared to a national result of only 
10.7 percent, highlighting that the country is, to an 
extent, still divided on topics such as the role of the 
European Union.15 !e previously mentioned mis-
takes have to be recognized, to give the European
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community the time to grow together and to 
strengthen the consciousness of unity in similar his-
tories, particularly within the younger generation.  
 But how can this be achieved? Here, we 
are able to learn from the late 1980s as well. Al-
though the democratic transformations were not a 
uni"ed movement, activists in all countries bene-
"ted from each other. Connected to this, the role 
of the media and of TV must be emphasized. !e 
images of the Sametová revoluce (Velvet Revolu-
tion) in Czechoslovakia or the opening borders 
between Hungary and Austria inspired and en-
couraged citizens. Today, network connections 
o$er an even bigger chance than at the end of the 
1980s. As a young generation we can connect, 
exchange our ideas and inspire each other even 
quicker. Based on our shared histories we need 
to create a new European bond by embracing and  
standing up for our democratic fundations. Youth 
exchanges, online events and platforms in digital 
and analogue forms are of incredible value for this. 
!rough this, the democratic transformations in 
Central-Eastern European societies, as well as the 
EU’s integration processes should be emphasized 
even more to create a common European future. 
 Today, the European continent is as close 
to peace and unity as ever before. However, the re-
duction of the division of power, freedom of press 
and the rule of law in some member states threaten 
the foundations and the basis of our commonali-
ties and the pan-European vision. !is is why the 
heritage and social memory of the democratic rev-
olutions and ‘Refolutions’ and the EU’s extension 
is of immense political relevance. We, as a young 
generation, need to be more aware of our similar 
histories to strengthen our commonalities, which 
are needed to overcome challenges in the future 
and build a more resilient Europe. A continuous 
debate and discussion on questions such as: “What 
is Europe?”, “What do we have in common?”, “How 
can we learn from one another?” are indispensable.
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